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How should we represent open terms and their binding contexts,
especially in HOAS, and especially when one binding may depend
on another? We came to this problem when formalizing the smallstep semantics of staging so as to combine staging with effects in
a sound type system. We describe our Twelf solution and call for a
more elegant and natural representation.
Code generation is the most promising approach in high-performance computing (as in SPIRAL [5]) and high-assurance embedded programming (as in Hume [3]). Staged languages such as
MetaOCaml are an attractive way to express such code generation.
Code generation techniques like let insertion require either programming in CPS, which is cumbersome, or using effects such as
state or delimited control, which risks scope extrusion: no staged
language today has a type system that is sound with effects.
Yukiyoshi Kameyama and us are studying the combination of
staging and effects. The most straightforward way to formalize
languages with effects (especially delimited control) is small-step
semantics with evaluation contexts [7]. With staging, our redexes
may be open and our evaluation contexts may be binding. We show
a simple example in Scheme, MetaOCaml, and Taha and Nielsen’s
idealization λ α [6] of MetaOCaml.
(1)

Scheme: ‘(lambda (x) ,(id ‘x))
MetaOCaml: .<fun x -> .~(id .<x>.)>.
λ α : hλ xα :int. ~(id hxiα )iα

In λ α , a bracket h. . .i is labeled with a classifier such as α or β , and
a variable or typing judgment is labeled with a level, or a sequence
of classifiers. This program decomposes into the open redex
(2)

Scheme: (id ‘x)
MetaOCaml: id .<x>.
λ α : id hxiα

and the evaluation context
(3)

Scheme: ‘(lambda (x) ,[])
MetaOCaml: .<fun x -> .~[]>.
λ α : hλ xα :int. ~[ ]iα ,

which binds the staged variable x or x. Further, the program below
illustrates that an evaluation context may contain several bindings.
(4)

Scheme: ‘(lambda (x)
‘(lambda (y) ,,(id ‘‘y)))
MetaOCaml: .<fun x ->
.<fun y -> .~(.~(id .<.<y>.>.))>.>.
λ α : hλ xα :int. (β )hλ yαβ :int. ~~(id hhyiβ iα )iβ iα

Here the λ α expression (β ) . . . binds the classifier β . Hence the
λ α evaluation context hλ xα :int. (β )hλ yαβ :int. ~~[ ]iβ iα binds the
variable xα : int, the classifier β , and the variable yαβ : int.
Because the label αβ for y above depends on the bound classifier β , we face conflicting demands from evaluation and binding
when we try to formalize evaluation contexts as an LF type. On
one hand, in order for an evaluation context to be a defunctional-

ized continuation of a CPS evaluator or one-small-step reducer [2],
we should represent it inside-out, with the part next to the hole most
accessible. On the other hand, in order for β to bind into yαβ : int
above, we should represent the evaluation context outside-in, with
the program root most accessible.
Our mechanization of λ α represents evaluation contexts outsidein. We thus take advantage of HOAS to ensure α-conversion invariance in a staged language [6], at the cost of obscuring the connection to defunctionalized continuations. We define in LF
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the type exp of a closed expression (program) E,
the type gs of a typing environment G,
the type oquals G of an open level A bound by G,
the type oexp A of an open expression O at A bound by G,
the type ctxb A of a context C whose hole is at A and bound
by G, and finally
6. the type zip-up O C E of plugging O into C to yield E.

We convinced Twelf that %mode zip-up +O +C -E is total. This
totality suggests that these types adequately represent ordered dependent sequences of bindings, be they needed by an expression
or provided by a context. These definitions let us specify the first
small-step semantics for staging.
The challenge remains to represent contexts inside-out while
expressing its binding structure, in particular how the continuation
of a staged evaluator may “bind off” a later-stage variable. Possibly
relevant are dependent types in CPS [1] and contexts in LF [4].
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